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• JOINT MINISTERIAL STATEMENT:
– It important to work across all sectors to ensure that

the sound management of natural capital/resources is
addressed at all levels of development planning and
investment decision-making

– Promote increased knowledge and financial
investments to protect, maintain, and enhance our
natural capital/resources.

Outcomes of EMM4



Encourage the Working Group on Environment and the
Environment Operations Center to mobilize support and
implement actions in the following areas

– Raise awareness and understanding of the value of natural
capital/resources in the subregion for inclusive and sustainable
development;

– Coordinate initiatives and share knowledge on best practices in
managing natural capital/resources;

– Develop tools and approaches to integrate sound environmental
and natural resource management considerations in the RIF IP
(2014-2018), and support their application in relevant policy,
regulatory, investment, and safeguard systems

JOINT MINISTERIAL STATEMENT



Recent events regarding national capital
mainstreaming

For better linking and coordinating on-going and
future work on Natural Capital (Accounting) in Viet
Nam, a national level Natural Capital Partnership
has been recently proposed by ISPONRE.

 May 2014 (Hanoi): Policy Dialogue on
Mainstreaming Natural Capital into
Development Decision (ISPONRE,
UNEP, GEF, ADB, HSF)

 December 2014 (Hanoi): Workshop on
GMS Natural Capital Partnership
(ISPONRE & ADB/CEP)

 January 2015 (Naypyidaw): GMS
Environment Ministers Meeting
(ADB/CEP)



1. Enhanced the knowledge base and well-coordinated
efforts that will raise awareness for the importance of
natural capital for green growth and sustainability
among relevant stakeholders.

2. Contribute to increased investments in natural capital
and advancing sustainable development in Viet Nam.

What should be the overarching
aims of the National Natural Capital

Partnership for Vietnam?
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Who should be involved in the partnership?

Should be open to all interested parties !!!

International initiatives on natural capital (i.e. Ecosystem Services Partnership
(ESP), Sub-Global Assessment (SGA), WAVES, UNSD)



PROPOSED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEAR FUTURE:
 Facilitate exchange of on-going initiatives/examples/best practices on

natural capital in Viet Nam.
 Further introduce, promote and raise awareness for the concept of natural

capital among relevant stakeholders such as policy makers, corporate sector,
etc.

 Conduct a range of inception dialogues/workshops under the participation
of relevant stakeholders to debate natural capital concepts, learn from
practical experiences and jointly develop a roadmap for setting up the
proposed partnership

LONG-TERM PROSPECTS OF THE PARTNERSHIP:
 Provide a network and platform for exchange of knowledge and information.
 Inform policy interventions and programming.
 Support combined and effective advocacy.
 Act as an instrument for increased investment and resource mobilization.

The way forward



Thank you


